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Dorm Gov't -President Won't. refute 
. . . . . . 
res1gnat1on rumors until next week 
By Dawn Schauer 
. ~midst_ · a flurry of rumQrs, Dor-
mitory Government President John 
. Mount this week refused to either 
definitely confirm or _deriy he might 
resign ft:om his _position before next 
M.onday's Dorm Government 
meeting. 
Mount, -who was elected to the 
office last year, would only say he 
was, "possibly," considering 
stepping down, but refused to 
elaborate. 
Sources close to Dorm Government 
indicate Mo~n.t may be considering ' 
resigning because of time · com-
mitmentcontlids ~ith his new R.A. 
position, and an internship position 
he has accepted. 
take over the top spot if Mount quit. holds elections to fill both 
"I don't know. I haven't given it · positions." 
any thought," she said. Over the past week, there has also 
According to Dorm Government been a great deal of speculation that 
.Parliamentarian · Bart Bauer, ·'I'f the entire Dorm Government may 
the President resigned, the Vice- - be disbanded and reformed a:s a 
President would become President. committee ofthe Student Senate~ 
Within two we,eks, special, electio~s "I see no reason to disband in the 
would be arranged to fill th_e Vice- immediate future," said Mikitarian. 
President's position." '- ~ "I feel Dorm Government. is 
"If both the . President and the' running very smoothly. We have 
Vice-President resigned," Bauer been able to handle some com-
continued, "the Parliamentarian Con~nued on Page 3 · 
takes over and within two weeks . 
Rizzini -def ends college 
during . open meeting·: 
- .... 
By Kimberly Newton 
Mount did say he would make 
some statement on the matter by the 
end of the ~eek, but to further 
questions \Y_ould only say, "no 
comment." 
. Quill Photo by Rich J oseph 
TIME WARP -- Students enjoyed pretending they were from another Vice President ·Renee Mikatarian 
At last Friday's open meeting 
.ei:,esident William H. •Rizzini 
defended - the 'college and its 
students from the unjust reputation · 
RWC has acquired. throughout the 
Bristol community since the campus 
was built ten years ago. . . 
decade, namely the SO's, last Saturday :light w)len the ,?hittons -- a rock said, :·1 know. nothing about fohn • 
band -- brought RWC_back in time in the q~feteria. (Mount)'~ resigning. " ' Mikitarian 
_ said she did not know if she would 
Campus flag lowered to half mast -- -\ Rizzini r,nade it clear the town had better get used to the 
coi lege 's presence, . because 
financially the · in~titution is on 
secure footing--with an almost 
$300,000 budget surplus . 
· in ~ respect for American hos( ages 
ByJane Scott · 
Two weeks after · the original 
Student Senate proposal, President 
William Rizzini las( · Thursday . 
ordered the campus flag to be flpwn 
at half mast in respect for . the 
American hostages in Iran. 
mast as . President -: Carter had Fusco saith '!The senate found t]1e ~ Rizzini told the approximately 60 
recommende_d and as many other defeni.tiveanswer that it is legal and stud:n.ts. faculty members an.ct' 
organizations were doing." up to the discretion-of the individual adm1!11strators at the c~llege s 
Consequently, Tucker brought the institution." .second open :neeting this year, that 
motion to President William. Rizzini The senate then stated that they he_ "is siCk and tire~" of the negative 
and to the Student Senate. believed the move would accu.rately thmgs_ he hears fro.m· townsp:ople. 
On Feb. 19, partially in com- represent the 'desires of the student · He said the town should re::ahze the 
· memeration of Lincoln's birthday . body and sent their formal proposal college contributes .over $1 million 
and partially because it was the to Rizzini · annually to the town. 
hundredth day of the The pro~osal was further discuss~d "I pick up the newspapers and 
The order took two. weeks to be-
finalized because Rizzini had 
quest1ons aboJit the . legality and 
effects on campus of lowering the hostages' captivity the flag was with the Board of Trustees and the read stop signs around town are · 
flown at half mast. President's A-dvisory Council, all missing and that RWC students are OPEN FOR DISCUSSION --President . Rizzini summed up 
college financ~s. and future plans 
while expressing many . strong 
opinions a~out the town of Bristol • 
during last Friday's open meeting:-
fl~ . 
Jeffrey Tucker, Student Se~ator 
and originator of the suggestion, 
said, "Many students had asked me 
. why the school fl_ag wasn't . at half 
··--~·;: 
6 
LOW FLYlN!J...-c -- Everyone con-
cerned expressed a hope that the 
campus flag-will not have to remain 
·at half mast for too long in respect 
for the_ hostages in Iran. 
Howev.er. it returned to full mast leading to the Joweripg.ofthe flag on - _suspected. The next day I read that 
the following day as Rizzini awaited Thursday, Feb. 21. ' the trash on Od Fmy road is blamed 
a formal proposat from the Student Upon disclosing this decision, on my students. I ~of!'t think' it's 
Senate. Senate President Steven · Rizzini said, "This· action is being r~~ht," he said . 
Fusc9 said; · "President Rizzini taken. in the saJlle spjrit that , Last y~a.r . ~-e awarded _$126,00~ 
1:~quested a formal proposal to show - President Carter spcke of ~hen he wo_rth of tuit10~ to residents of 
that we wholly support this .move." _ . announced his wish to have flags Bnstol. Our oft-campus students 
Along with that request, Rizzini " flo~n at half mast." pay another $135,000 in rent, ai:id 
· asked the senate to find out if flying . Fusco supported this view by the college ~ommunt1y s~ends a?,out 
the flag at half mast was iegal. He I adding. "We are in agreement with $1_.811,114 111 local bus111esses, he 
also asked them to discuss whether Ca1ier as he interprets this as a s~.Jd. - I • 
such a move1 would speak for the symbol of our country's continued We are th_e large.st ei:nployer 111 
college. and not be in opposition to hope for the release of the _town, employ111g 72 full-time and, 36 
views of students. hostages." part-time Bristol residents. Salaries 
After contacting the State Both Rizzini and Fusco . said · for them total $830,000." 
Attorney's Office a nd the Federal they hopea·1:he flag _ wou~d not have (\ontinu~d on page 3 
Information Centt0{ in ~rovidence, to remain at half mast for to~ long. 
--walking Labels · _ 
, Price of a memOry 
By Jane Scott 
Very few RWC members have -any trouble 
. remembering their alma· mater while they're still 
attending it --sitting in the Rat, yawning through 8 . 
a.m. lectures or sweating through surprise quizzes. 
But when they are not in the midst of school ac-
tivities -- and after they lel,lv-e .-- many students ap-
parently like being reminded of RWC, in the form of 
t-shirts, bumper stickers, brandy snifters, peuter 
mugs and even wpod-grain pencil holders. 
All these ' souvenirs, novelty j tems and .dire 
necessities, are hanging on the ~alls. 'Jocked ' in glass 
show-cases and overflowing · on the shelves 
.of the RWG Bookstore. 
Bookstore Manager, Edward Ragosta said, " For a 
·small store we really have quite a variety." Within-the 
different departments there i's surely something to 
satisfy students, parents, friends, grandmothers and 
baby sisters alike. 
- Continued on pag~ 5 IS IT A DUCK? No: It's the official RWC Hawk being soldin the Bookstore as a souvenir to remember 
college g~ys by. . 
, 
25 cents may 
be charged on 
bank checks 
.By Dawn Schauer 
Long lines and bad checks .may 
prompt the Bursar's Office to hire 
another clerical worker this fall, 
and students could end up paying 
. the salary in the form of. a 25 cent 
fee for each cashed. 
Bursar Stan J akobiak said he is 
considering another worker in the 
Bursar's Office to handle the high 
volume of check cashing. He said 
_ the salary, · if approved, would be 
, payed by a mandatory check 
' cashing fee. . 
"Three years ago we started 
cashing checks as .a convenience", 
Jakobiak said. ""I:here were only 
ten or fifteen students coming in 
during a day and their checks were 
· for only $5 or $10. Now, Mondays 
and Fridays are the.. h~aviest days, 
even $10,000 isn't e,nough to· cover 
g. all the checks. " 
.Si "I have a staff o'f three people," 
-B said Jakobiak. "Tlfey're very good , 
~ very efficient, but they can 't'get the 
_] worK clone they're supposed to on _ 
o.. student accounts. because they're 
;3 cashit!_g checks all day." Currently, 
check· cash_ing hours are -10:00 am-
- 2:00 pm. 
.continued on page 3 ·, 
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·Physical pl/int is a year behind 
on college miiintena(lce . and repairs 
By Dawn Schauer 
Although students sometimes claim 
t.he Phy~ical Plant isn't quick 
when with main-
tenance problems, · the . janitors "The health and welfare of . the 
themselves say they have so much to _ studentS co:nes first with us", Bill 
do, they can't work on a first-come- Nott .Director of the Physical Plant 
said. However, he admitted it 
currently takes three months to a 
year for work to begin on most 
maintenance request forms. . 
"I can't make up a priority list," 
said Nott;" because the priorities 
change from day . to day. The 
,~hysical Plant has a continual 
· maintenance schedule of cleaning 
classrooms and:maintaining pumps 
and generators. It also has a 
seasonal schedule of mowing, 
plowing, repainting; and. staining. 
Emergencies hamper completion of 
these regular duties", Nott ex-
plained. 
An example of such an emergency 
was the power failure caused by a 
,., faulty underground cable. All 
o maintenance work stopped until the £ electricty · wa~ back on. "Was I 
HOT FLASHES -- These windows are just an example of all of the 
windows on campus that have been in bad need· of caulking for years 
now. Th-e physical plant is just now beginning to repair them, but are 
still behind on other maintenance projects. 
supposeo to ttx a window or replace 
a tile while the whole school was 
unable to function?" Nott asked. 
"The 17 broken windows ~ere a" 
definite health hazard to students", 
Nott admitted. "However, caulking_ 
was delayed for five to six -weeks 
because the weather was too cold for 
the caulk to harden properly. 
Windqws· began being repaired last 
Wed. Feb;;,22, during a warm spell.' 
Plans for revising~January 
Intersession being made 
By Linda Baczkowski tours or participate in exchange 
The traditional January in- programs. These students could be "Almeida was in terrible shape and it put us way behind schedule", Nott 
complained, The lack of materials, 
money, and manpower also in-
terferes with speedy repairs. 
tersession may undergo a total motivated to widen · their college 
overliaul by <1982-83 ·- including a experience." 
two week extensiotL and a major For students who . may be 
campus .shut-down--if current . sttugglinl! academically, O'Connell" 
tentative plans are carried through. said, "Programs can be set up in 
The plans, · which are now only a the library' to give these students the 
'
0
'I have eighteen men in the 
Physical Plant and· I consider that 
amount very ·minimum. However, I 
would consider it bad management working document, by committee help they need." In both cases, these 
members William O'Connell, Karen opportunit_ies will encournge 
Haskell, B.art Schiavo, and Robert students to stay enrolled at R)\TC. . to hire more because it would be a 
waste of students' tuition money. 
After a week of work when things 
· were caught up, these meri would be 
McKenna, propose an extended two During the schoql break, students 
week period of intersession- and the who do not attend interces.sion will 
closing down of Residence Halls I have an opportunity to get a job to 
and ll, Cfassroom Buildings, the help defray college costs. sitting around with nothi11g to do", Nott explained._ Studenf Center, and Almeida continued on page 3. 
Couiis . , .. ·;t"'~ , 
.These cfianges would . enc6urage 
students to take part in off-campus 
educational tours, exchange 
programs. and bask · cou~se 
development for students who might . 
need academic help. 
"The committee · is trying to 
establish a change that wi!r better 
utilize the school facilities", said 
William O'Connell, Director of 
Student Services." and establish 
mo re meaningful · academic 
programs which will meet the needs 
of students. We wanr January 
Intersession to be more creative, 
inwginative, and economical." 
Bi hcmg imaginative O'Connell 
~ : 1 id. "Gifted students could get 
i11111hc~ l in overseas educational 
. .,-,· 
RWC .students on dri~ng 
committee plan 18/20 ,split 
By David Levin alt~rnate plan to the proposed 
Two RWC students have joined the drinking age -- an 18-20 split -- to 
Committee of Responsible Drinking state senators. 
to oppose tlie raised drinking age . The policy would allow eighteen-
proposal and to draft an alternate year-olds to con_tinue drinking in_ 
plan. bars, but would increase the age to 
The " committee, made up of ·11 20 · for purchasing liquor in 
students from Rhode Isla_nd · package stores:-
colleges. including Student Senator "I feel this would be a suitable 
Wendy Stephenson and Dorm solution", Stephenson said, "but 
Governmem president John Mount, it's going to be hard to get the 
held their first meeting last Wed- Jegislators to approve this. With 
nesday at Brown University. this proposal, . high school students . 
The committee · introduced an won't be able to sit in a park,ing lot 
and drink a .six-pack, then go 
Providence College opens 
ROTC to RWC students. 
driving around and get into ac-
cidents." 
"Raising the drinkin_g ,i,tge won't . 
stop the problem in ~haj.~_lsland", 
Stephenson said.. "They say too 
many deaths occur in cars with 
By Lynn Savage 
Through an c~tcnsion of a 
Providence ('olle~c ROTC program, 
student., con\idcrin# a military 
career can 1tnmll tuition-free at 
RWC in e~ch1m1tc for a non-
mandatory ~rvit:c 11blination. 
R.O.T.C. . 11 tuition, fh.ie program 
that tl:ain~ culli:ui: <ltudcllls to be 
military oflkcr ... allowi. urailuates to 
leave as commi,si1111cd second 
lieu~enants. After college. service 
obligations can -ra1114e from six 
months to four year~. However. 
students may take only t\\o years <lt' 
R.O.T.C. and not be ohligatvd to 
serve in the army. 
The program will mcludc lour 
courses in military science. These 
courses are electives, and arc worth 
three credits. . 
Also available from the R.0.'f.C. 
will be one. two, and . three ·year 
scholarships that will. pay the entire 
cost of college. Students taking 
courses in their, junior !ind senior 
years will also be eligi_ble for an 
allowance of$100 per month. 
. young people who are intoxicated. 
Plans are now being made to The legislators feel that by raising 
combine pr,ograms so students can the drinking age they can decrease 
joifi the army reserve and be entered _ the number of deaths." 
in R.O.T.C. _ . "RWC students can help by 
For more information on R.O.T.C. sending letters'', Stephenson urged. 
and its programs and benefits, "Tpey have already helpea by 
students can call Maj. A. Bertscfi at signing petitions. Stude11ts sfiould 
Provide9ce College a either 865- sign the petitions only if they haven't 
?47 1 or 2472. or talk to him this fall - already signe0d." 
at registration. 
Photo World II 
437 - Hope Si. 
Bristol 253-2248 
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PRESS CLIPPINGS· 
·······························~················ 
Career day today 
The Co-operative Education Department will be sponsoring a 
Career Day today from 3-4 p.m. in the Bayroom. Their theme is ' 
"Earn .while you learn" at a summer job in your field ., of study. 
Students interested in information about summer employment for 
which they may also earn Co-operative Education credit, are welcome 
to attend. 
Free ·academic tutoring 
Tutoring sessions_ fo~ the rest of the semester are presently being 
scheduled, and are available for all interested students to attend free 
of charge., Two group tutoring sessions have already begun. They 
are: Algebra Trig. every Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. in CL 120A and every 
Thursday from 7-9 p.m. in SB 125, and Accounting I and II every 
Monday and WedneSday from 1-3 p.m. in LB 201. .. 
All students . requiring help in these courses may attend. Further 
que~tions about tutoring and other courses offered should be directed 
to the,Counseling Office in tower-D. 
Peer .counseling positions 
Applications are now availabie fo~ membership in. the 1980 Peer 
Counseling staff. · Application forms and further information are 
available in the Counseling Office, Tower-D. The deaciline for all 
applications is March 14. · · 
Yearbook. subscriptions · 
Meqibers of the Yearbook staff are now taking subscriptions for the 
1979-80 addition of the RWC Yearbook. Subscriptions are $8 and 
may be obtained in the Yearbook Office in the Student Center 
Monday"through Friday 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
Baseball trainer, manager 
The· baseball team is looking for a manager or trainer. 
Interested applicants can contact the Athletic Office in tower-A. 
· RA applications 
Resident Assista.nt applications foi: the 1980-81 year are now 
available. ·The . deadline for completed applications is March 
5. Applications mav b~ obtained in the Housing Office, - . 
New financial aid director 
By Jack ~randa 
Fo!Jowing the Jan. 25 resignation 
of Financial Aid Director David 
Bodwell, William Ba:bcack was 
hired by the college to fill that 
LOOKING FOR MONEY 
William Babcack, the new 
Financial Aid Director, began work 
on Feb. 4. 
position. Babcack took on the post 
of Financial Aid Director on Feb. 4. 
· However, Babcack is no stranger to 
the job. "I had five years . of ·eoc-
perience before. I took this job 
here," Babcack said. · 
"I workecf" at Dean Junior College 
in Mass.achusetts for two and a half 
years," Babcack said. "I also 
worked at the 'University of Rhode 
Island for a while and a community 
college in New Jersey.' ' 
· As for the atmosphere of RWC. 
Babcack said, "The people here are 
very friendly. The students are 
friendly and the faculty and ad-
ministrat ion are too. I like it here. I 
think it's fine ." 
The Financial Aid Director is 
required to organize and oversee all 
aspects of monetary aid at the 
college. 
The financial Aid office is located 
on tile tlrst Noor ot the ad-
ministration building. 
Ilvana's Boutique 
. 
has the Jpok! , 
. 
10% discount with student lD· 
Fantastic savings on winter · stock 
Shetland Fair Isle Sweaters 
Excellent selection of 
Designer Jeans 
_BRIGHTEN YOUR 
SPRING OUTLOOK! 
· 583 HOPE ST. 
BRISTOL 25J-2874 
/ 
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ilialllilililfiil·Atmeida residents like apartments, 
but displeased with management 
By Mike McCord Many residents, alt~ough they did _ them. Many other students agreed 
and Rich Gluck say they were satisfied with ' that it is "too cold." One junior 
Even though almost all of the Almeida, were obviously not very · said, "I'd like some heat, it's too 
students surveyed at Almeida ·happy with the m·anagement of the -· cold, there's an unreal draft coming 
Courts are_ glad they reside -there, apartments. _Some students ·were from . around the windows. They 
over half said they are not satisfied even irate about the management. should at least keep it at 68 degrees 
with _ aspects of Almeida One sophomore_ said; _ "It's ideal ratherthan, 65." 
manageme_nt and apartment life. . here but trying to get anyone to fix Other students thought they are 
Of the residents interviewed, 94 things is like pulling teeth from a "getting ripped off royally" as one 
percent agreed that overall life at two year old." .....,.· ---.....,....---~-..------. 
Al!lleida is · satisfactory and six A resident from the two . hundred 
percent said it is1ft. _ building said ; "Paul Nalette's. great, 
When residents - wer!! . asked for but it . takes a long time to get 
comments about Almeida life, most :invthinutinnP" 
,, seemed very pleased. _One resident Another_ said, "Nobody . ~nows 
BREAKING IN--Many Almeida residents complained about'the newly 
installed thermostat covers. · Meant to 'lock' the temperature ,- sow~ tum. 
apai:_tments into sweat-boxes and others are already falling off. ,. · · 
• 
0 
__ saiq, "ljving liere ·gives you a chance who's in charge. --
• to learn responsibility." Another One resident of~ "the flats" said, 
said, - '. 'It's great, it1sclean, and "Fire escapes are the stupidest 
everything works." damn thing I ever heard of, if I 
uill Survey------
1 
Chemical was_te· dumped 
One resident of the three hundred forget my -keys I just go up the 
building said, "I like it here because _ladder and open the door right up, 
I don't have to eat-dorm food." · there is no security." ,. 
Another resident down the hall _ A few students had complaints 
said; "I'd take this kind of living about jhe "ugly boxes over the 
anyti~e." thermostats'', as one resident called 
student otfored. She added; "We '-
have four people in my apartment 
and we each . pay S}(X).OO a month.'' 
Of the six pereent who said th~.Y 
were not satified. -one junior said ' 
"What they advertised, is not what 
we got, they ·do things without 
student input. I got suckered in 
here, now I can't leave!" ' 
·near north campus site 
By Jan~ Scott 
- President William H. Rizzini has 
urged Nike students to stay away 
from barrels containing chemical 
waste the U.S. Army left there up to 
20 years ago and has asked the_, 
Army to remove them. 
The barrels of potentially 
dangerous chemical waste will 
remain standing 'near the north 
campus until government officials 
dispose of them. · 
"' Rizzini said, "I was immediately 
concerned about any danger to the 
students. But after speaking with 
Bill Nott (Director of the Physical 
Plant), I was assured t\iat there is no 
danger because of the location of 
the chemicals." -
The barrels of dimethyl hydrazine, 
a chemical catalyst used to prepare 
the Nike site missiles for firing, were 
dumped or left standing near an 
abandoned well on the bayside of 
north campus. . " -. 
"If those materials did flow into 
the ground ," Rizzini said, "they 
would go to the bay; ~nd would not 
be damaging to anyone at the Nike 
campus. However, that leads me to 
wonder if any damage has already 
been done to the marine life of the R • • • :.f: b~~:i: i explained that he first lZZ\Ill de1ends college· 
heard of the north campus situation • t B • t 1· k 
by reading about it in the Bristol aga1ns flS 0 -attac -s 
Phoenix. "l...immediately went to 
_Bill Nott to find out what was going accreditation we are see.Ktng. ·1 thi'nk 
on and found he hp.g just received a continued from pag~ 1 we'll do okay," he said. 
letter · from the Department of "Some days I just want to dash off At the close of the meeting. Harold 
Environmental Management in- a letter to the town and tell them Pays"on, the college ombudsman, 
forming him of the wastes." exactly what they get from us," said that a new academic dean 
Nott and · Rizzini discussed the Rizzini said. should be at RWC by May. 
implications of the hazardous .. . Over the past 10 years the coltege Seventy-five applications have been 
chemi_cals - and investigated -the ·and the town haye fought openly on received from applicants. Payson 
_occu-rance. -_· '. 'There seem to be no taxes and zoning laws. Both parties said, to fill the position that will be 
toxic · materials. draining out of any battled ' for the -former Kaiser occupied until the end of the 
of the discarded barrels," Rizzini Aluminum facory and the Nike site. semester by Edwin Wilde. Wilde 
said.' - RWC was awarded both. announced his resignation in 
Rizzini ad_Qed, ~ "I spoke with Although the . town apparently J11nuary to take a position at -the 
Another said "There's a lack of 
caring on the part of some students. 
If this place is for 
mature, _responsible students, they 
don't need things like speed 
bumps." He added, "I don't think 
this is apartment living. It's more 
like !l glorified dorm." 
One junior said. "It's 'nice' how 
they breached our contracts ' by 
closing off the pool." He added, 
. "Why did they put the ladders in the 
middle of the porches? Whoever 
designed it , must have had his head 
up his ass." 
... 
Senator · Chaffey's office. abeut · wishes the college would pack-up ·University of Tampa, in Florida. · 
-taking actio,J_l, and the Department and leave Bristol, Rizzini confirmed N 25C h · -
of Environmental Management is that the ·coU~ge , is'financially secure -. ew - c arge.' --·on ·aJI 
also questioning the Army about the and is ready and willing to fight the 
- chemicals." enrollment drop that has been 
With the aic;I_ of both of · these ·- · predicted for most colleges. h ~·k t · b ' · · 
organizations, Rizzini hopes to According to Rizzini, the college C_ ec s a ursar s ' - ' 
"force the Atmy . to ·clean up what enrolled 165 more students than -
·they have dumped .. " . just wha~ it was budgeted for. - continued from page l b~g.inning of a semester for a ~ard 
Long_ lines ·are not the only time- giv_ m. g th.e, m. _check-cashmg-The land the barrels are left on is Because of I I h d 
not.college property. It is owned by that, RWC was $495,000 above ~:~~n~~ng"S:~~~~ts a:o~~ i~h:~~ p~;~~~c:,~·eno:~~. ~aid Jakobiak~ 
the Fulton family who donated the budget this semester, a figure he cash four or five bad checks in as the students themselves advised 
surrounding grounds to RWC. said is the best in the last 10 years. many days: ·Sometimes, it's - not these me~~mres. "I talked w!th 
T 400 A l' 1 h 1 h • Rizzil}i said portions of the extra their fault, but the banks'. It all students tn m~ classes and w1tli WO ·. . uO iar SC Oiars 1,ps money were put aside for.energy. a takes time away from the work we those who come in here with 
mandated handicapped im- . should be doing'', said Jakobiak. . problems and they've said," Gee, 
1,..b 1 fi fi . l provement program and laboritories Twenty-five cents is higher than ; why don't you charge?" One avaitu ' te rom - acu ty senate w~ich wer_e built at north campus most banks charge; but Jakobiak student .. even suggested a so cents 
By Lynn Savage 
The Roger Williams College 
F acuity Association will once again 
be offering its annu~I scholarships. 
to students. -There will be two 
a wards given, each worth $400. 
To be eligible for these awards , the 
applicant must be a resident of · 
Hhode Island and intend to be 
enrolled next semester here at the 
college. The scholarships are also 
available to entering fr~shmen and 
to transfers who are attending Roger 
Williams next semester. 
educational future. 
The awards will be bas~d heavily 
on the students' academic record 
rather than on financial need . .The 
deadline for returning the ap-
plication to the Financial Aid office 
is May 1st. 
If there are any other questions 
about the scholarship program; 
students can see Mr. 4ngello in the 
Business par1t of the Science 
-Business building. 
. thts January. - The money left, said ," If a bank can't identify you charge. 
$298,000, will be invested in ~"""'l>""ll»t~~~~~-11~~~~ government bonds. or if yo_u don't have an account 
"Between '1984 and 1997, high there; they won't cash your check. I 
school enrollment is expected to have called other colleges and most 
drop ,45 percent," Rizzini said. of them won't even bother cashing 
students'..checks." Most colleges will suffer a 32 to 42 
"I'm not -sure if the 25 cents percent decrease. in students," so we · 
must prepare carefully for the charge is a .good idea," he said. f K. l. O. Typewriter Service 
-future. • "We would need a huge supply of Cnm r> letp n nd Professionai -Work 
"I feel we are fortunate," he said. quarters. For every $25 check 
cashed, we would have to give back (401) 688-SM:e 
- • With our $;l4.75. hat would also increase the after G:OO p.in. 
open divisio~. continuing education · f }, w I.. J 
program, an(! the r,rofessional -posstbilityo errors. " - . '( t'I' •·111' ·tll\lw" 
.. r!T' An alternate plan would be to FREE ESTIMAT Vil~ v5 ' 1 · charge students five d611ars at the ES 
SPEED\" SERVICE 
- . ' 
To be considered for the awards, 
students can obtain ·an application 
form from either the financial Aid 
office or from Mr. Paul Langello, 
chairman of the Facuhy 
Association's Finance Committee: 
Resignation not final / Lou Falco's Outside Inn Presents: 
The application asks only basic 
questions about the student's 
academic progress and his or her 
continued from page t -
plaints of individual students." 
Before any action to disband can 
take · place, the five-member 
Executive Board would have to 
Army Fatigue Pants -- "P'~ Coats - Dickie Pants 
Farmer Jeans - Levi Jeans -, Levi Cords 
CONVERSE SNEAKERS 
DUNHAM BOOTS- HERM.AN BOOTS 
Sweatshirts - Rain Parkas 
•••••••••••••••• • Wild, Weird, Unusual &..-Interesting 
PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
bring a motion before the entire 
Dorm Government body stating 
their intentions, and would require a 
majority vote to pass. The Student 
Senate _would "then probably form ·a 
-special committee to ineet the needs 
of residential students. 
Dorm Government is - currently 
funded by the Student Senate, and 
will hold their next meeting 
Monday, at 7:00 pm in LH 128. All 
students are invited to attend. 
Thanks to you .. ~ 
it works.·;. 
for ALL OF US 
• Unltalld,,_, 
.d 
Cry Wolf - Feb. 28 - March 2 
Smith Bros. - March 5.g . 
Ta~ot ~ March 1_2 .. 1 e 
Black & White - March 1 9 
Alive·&. Pickin - March 20-22 __ 
Heavy Juice (Oldies Nite) March 23 
-Panda - March 26~30 
Sundays - Beat the Clock 
Tuesdays ,. Vodka Nite 75' 
Wednesdays - F=,ree Beer 9-1 O 
Thursdays - ColleQ_e Nite ·- No Cover 
Free Beer 8-9 -
""" Entertainment - 7 Nites 
17 t _Bradford . Street, Bristol 253-4214 
\ 
'-
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As · mad as hell 
At the Open Meeting last week, President . 
William Rizzini finally spoke out ag ainstthe·town 
of-Bristol. It's about time. 
Ever since ground was brqken at the fuiton .. 
campus1 the people of Bristol · have . worked 
overtime keeping an eye on campus activity. trying 
to catch the college red-handed. ' .. at anvthini?. · 
For instance, ever _ since the · Kaiser Aluminum 
plant was.donated to the college two years agG the 
town of Bristol . has been demanqing that the 
college pay taxes on the land. 
They cite the <;ollege for refusing to pay taxes, 
even though institutions of education are by law 
not required to pay such fees; Consequently, a two 
. 
year law suit has ensued. . _ 
The town also accuses RWC students of acts of --
vandalism and littering in the town. As Rizzini 
mentioned at his Opep Meeting, in such instances, .... 
the town makes sure. to bring up the "Ferry Road 
section" as being especiall}! troulJlesome . . 
This overall attitude is best · exhibited in the 
slanted news reporting ·of the local newspaper. All ~ · 
laws of journalistic objectivity are defied when the 
subject of RWC is concerned. The newspaper 
never fails to portray the college as the bad guy 
clothed in black. · 
In the midst of all these accusatiops, Bristol does 
not allow i!self to_ realize that -this ~ollege is an- · 
nually worth over one milli_on dollars -to them, in 
the form of salaries, rents, and scholarships. 
So, finally, after years of attempting to bridge the 
gap between coH':!ge and town, Rizzini has stopped 
ftgMing benignly for their approval, and .admits he 
is "sick and tired of the whole thing." 
While this will assuredly not go down in history as 
being a giant step in positive public relations 
tactics, it is probably the best step for the moment. 
After all, any. group. of people can only take so 
much unjust criticism, so much pompous self-
righte~usness, and so much ingnorant belligerency 
before they have to act. 
Rizzin~ should be commended for his statements-
-and Bristol should get it through their collective 
heads that Roger Williams College is as mad as 
hell ... and isn't going to take it anYJilore. 
We need a fix 
Oil will cost the school hundreds of tho~sands of 
dollars tfiis year alone, yet leaking windows are left -
unrepaired to allow that gold-inine of heat to be 
wasted. . 
. Students pay thousands of dollars each semester, 
yet it ·takes "three months to ·a year" for main- · 
tenance and repairs to be completed on college 
building~. _ 
this is ail outrage. 
· The problem here is evident; there ·are too many 
·aspects of maintenance that the physical pJant has 
left unattended to for as long as five years. 
However, the cause is not so apparent. 
Is the. staff of the physical plant _at fault for failing 
to implement the p.ecessary amount of 
organization in budgeting their time and ·using 
their man-power more efficiently and produc-
tively? , _ 
Or is the problem one of a lack of the necessary 
man-power and thus a question of staffing which 
the administration should realiz~ and attend to? 
The student body of"RWChas the right to a safe 
living environment~ and this includes maintenance 
and repairs. ' 
The solution·? The people . in charge of this 
departmen~--from · the bottom right up . to the 
highest level--had better start_ doing some serious 
thinking, . planning, and acting to _ correct the 
situation--and had better do it soon. 
The student b·ody is"n't going to wait much l<_:mger . 
Dormitories not conducive to -study 
feel I have an c-lmportant 
respoiisipility · to brmg to the 
foreground a pressing problem 
which faces many dormitory 
·· students. Possibly one of our worst 
problems; other dorm students. 
- White most of the dorm students 
do have some sense of responsibility, 
the section of the dorm population 
that doesn't have responsibility and 
respect for others .and their property 
ruins dorm life for the rest of us 
who do have concern for 
cur fellow students. 
These disrespectful ·students are 
undesirables· and don't deserve to be 
a p,art of dormitory life. Such . 
students are the main cause of dorm 
damage. 
These people -degrade en -
vironmental conditions inside as 
well as outside the dorms with their 
filthy habits and destruction of 
ceiling tiles and _othef dormtory 
property. Furthermore. the drunken 
personal conditions and general 
misconduct of. these delinquents is 
disgraceful and inex-cuseabl!:: 
Many of the "good students" leave 
because they can't study and get 
their .work corrpleted in the dorm 
environment. The few decent 
Commentary by 
Richard Gluck 
·students who choose to remain in 
"on campus housing" are botl'tered 
by the presence of immature 
students who lack mutual respect 
.that dorm students are expected to 
have for one another (according to 
the STUDENT . HAND BOO~ 
behavior code, page 4). 
Actions such as destructi<'.5n to the 
common lounge areas, "pulling" _ 
----Running on-----
Dear Editor: 
I am writing this letter in reference 
to youi: article in the latest issue of 
the Quill ·concerning the 
achievements of RWC varsity -sports 
over the past decade. 
My · four- roommates ancf ·1, all 
RWC students, would like to know 
why it is a fact that when you were' 
reminiscing the past decade of 
sports in your article, you blatantly 
The Cross Country team's trip to 
the nationals was left out of the 
retrospect of the 70's because of an 
inadverta11t oversight. We 
apologize; it deserved me11tioning. 
. However. about your comment that 
the team has received "little or.. no 
recog111tw11 from the college 
community." we would like to point 
oui that over the past semester the 
Quill printed no less than :.Seven 
articles about the team; more so · 
than any other varsity sport. 
immature (often dangerous,) 
"jokes", calling in bomb scares, .and 
- making loud' annoying noise at 
inconvenient hours _like (3 a.m .) can 
hardly be called mutual respect. In 
my opinign · these disrespectful 
actions have no place in a college 
campus dorm a_nd should not exist. 
- The R. W.C. dorms are no longer 
an academic environment con-
ductive '-to study. · R.W.C. life has 
evolv_ed into a_ socializing at-
mosphere where mind altering 
drugs are "put before" educational 
enrichment. · 
College dorm life should be an 
enlightening expetience. Students 
_here should be living together in 
harm~ny. 
Roger Williams College is an 
educational institution not a 
correctional institution. Let us 
make this a school which cari be 
proud of its dormitory conditions. 
csr=-ci~l\'1 ~~ 
~ -~e~s•R~ 
(;.,l.f. 
-How true-
To the Editor:. 
I may be .wrong, but I think the 
issue of whether secretaries may 
drink coffee at their desks (as 
mentioned in the Quill Editorial in 
the previous issue) is just one of the 
many examples of the petty 
bureaucracy and politics which 
some gf our administration see fit to 
waste. time participating in . 
That was one hell of an editorial! 
The truth hurts. · 
Signed, 
Roger D. Carroll 
· neglected mentioning a most im-
portant and productive RWC sport. 
I am talking about the cross country 
team under the direction of 
Professor Robert Conway. 
In. -1979 alone, they won the · 
Mayflower Conference title, placed 
second in districJ competition and 
went on to participate in the NAIA 
i;iationals in Wisconsin. The team 
has also produced two all-
conference runners, Barry Rothfuss 
and John Owens. 
---Grades are private-_ -
To the Editor: therefore useless. The fact that yoa 
had 607 or 750 quality points is 
patently ridiculous and therefore, in 
my opinion. beyond the bounds of 
the Act. · 
· I would hope you would correct -
Regarding_ Mr. . LeBianc's letter of 
the Feb. 1"4 issue entitled "Privacy 
lnvad·ed?", · let me ass4re Mr. 
LeBlanc that .it is sometimes dif; 
ficult enough for the student in-
volved to find out his/her grade, not 
fo mention a third party. 
Names and numbers were provided 
so_ that Miss Scott could interview 
sonie of the affected students and 
include their 1:eactions to the 
computer's bounty in the article. 
this oversight and. in ·the future give 
more recognition to the cross 
country team. 
.. : Sincerely yours, 
_Thomas B. SIJ_!ith III 
As the Quill reply pointed out, the 
Registrar's Office strictly adheres to 
th" provisions of the - Freedom of 
Information Act. The data provided 
to Miss Scott were erroneous and 
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By David LeviQ 
Fists were punched through inches of- cement last 
Wednesday night when the RWC TaeKwon Do class 
and members of the New England. Tae Kwon Do 
center presented a demonstration of their 
Korean fofm of.Karat~ . · · -
. Their. performance included punching a fist through 
~ d' ?ne inch of _cement, a front snap kick through . three -
~:.a.. ..,.. : mches of pme board, and one · member br9ke six 
~ ~ inches of cement with his forehead. 
· ,I The class, currently iri its fifth semester at RWC, wa'.s ·. 
i ~tarted by Pete Di1S arro, Director of the Student 
i Center, ano Lou Terrado, an RWC student; Terrado, 
; the highest ranked belt at . RWC, is one step away 
~ : from being a first degree black belt. . 
.. ' "Tae Kwan Do is a combat style of fighting. Jt!s a 
- - . form of defense," said Don Cameron, a member of 
I Quill Photo by Bart Bauer th I " A I f h ) . . . TAKE THAT! The'"' RWC Tae· Kwon Do class . e c ass. ot.o psyc o_og1cal force ts tnvolved as 
exhibitited power, extreme concentration and one . ' well as physi~al force." Camer,pn. a yello"". belt, tlid a 
very hard head -during its demonstration in the ~~o?t snap kick_ through two mch~s of ptne b~~rd. 
cafeteria last Wednesday evening. It s a great feeling, you get the feeling of power. 
. 
Disco dancing appears to be most successful 
Free C course of those offered .thus far · 
By Gregg Philipon dancing was the most successful, a~d couple dancing. Long-range 
RWC's newest learping experience. wi.th classical concerts being the plans include taking the whole class 
the ' Free College program, begar. least favorite. The program ruris to a Disco to apply what they he.ve 
this week with moderate success. through April vlication ; after that learned. Student Johnny Gambrell 
"Free C" refers to courses offered at continu_ation of the program is up said / "The course is very good but 
no cost and no c1~~it. Originator to each individual group. the music wasn' t the best, probably 
Pete Sherman said, " It is an Disco dancing had a very good start due to the fact that it was only the 
alternative learning experience with approximately 30 students first class and they are just getting 
designed to teach students new showing signs of interest. They they're feet off the ground. " 
interests." ~ started out learning a line dance and Classical concerts was one of the 
Out of the courses offered disco they will eventually learn the hustle least favorites . There was not 
Student interest in Latin 
revives r~mance language 
By Janina l.{yba know" in-~!Y major." 
Contra;·y to popular belief, Latin is Latin instructors feel that the 
not de!J-d. but in fact is undergoing a language is beneficial to students 
resurrection·. There has been a great their minds and helps i_n the un-
demand for it in area schools with derstanding of philosophy. 
Latin classes doubling and tripling -- Latin- dates ·baclc as .far as <Jreek 
in size. This fact also holds true for philosophy. Latin students cari 
RWC. · become better.aware of how ancient 
Even though there is no set Greeks and- Romans felt and 
Latin program at RWC, it is being thought. Their phllosophy can be · 
offered for the third time. Classes · applied to how we view the world 
were made possible through today. The logical thinking ~nd 
students signing a petition drawn up deep meanings ·of · subjects once 
by Roger Carro-II, a student at RWC. . agaiJJ become importan!. 
As long as there is a·show of interest Th·e instructors · find that Latin 
in the course. it will be offered. helps a great <;Ieal with grammar. 
The class, taught by Dr. Hebert, With the Latin background, 
: has approximately 17 students. students can pull sentences together 
They are being taught the ba~ics in better and see how well thi; different 
Latin grammar. One of the students paiis fit with eifch other. 
said. "It hefps a lot, n-ot only with As to the future of the course, no 
vocabulary, but also with being able one knows for sure. If there are 
to tl)ink logically." enough interested students n~xt 
Marge Crofts. a marine biology semester it will be available. For 
student in_ t~e dass, said, " lt '.s now, the Latin program lives from 
great. I enJOV 1t a lot -I find that 1t semester to semester. 
enough interest shown to hold the 
course. · instead, the students m--
terested will liste'n to concerts af 
instructor Mike· Swanson '.s house 
every ot~er week. "The object of the 
~ourse is not to1each but to enjoy," 
~dded Swanson. 
"I am pleased wjth the result" , 
said Joshua Stein , instructor of 
naked-eye astronomy. Four ·people 
attended and eight others are in-
tere~ted. Basically, .this course deals 
with stars and their constellations. 
Students will hopefully learn the 
'different kinds of stars, how' fai; 
a_way they are, the shift of con-
stellations, and where the planets 
are located. 
Five attended the out-
doorsmanship course and two more 
were interested. "The first meeti_ng' 
was du ing the long weekend", said · 
- instructor- Dewolf Fulton. _" I hope 
to get the maximum of 12 students 
to attend." Outdoorsmanship 
promotes an l.l'llderstanding and .: 
enjoyment of the outdoors. Group -
cooperation is emphasized and 
topics covered will include rock-
clim bing, · rappelling , marine 
survival , first aid, trip planning, and 
an overnight trip to Prudence 
Island. helps _me with . the words I have to •. · 
· -fi:!ii!ii5!25i5i!!ii!5i!Si5i2K.!iZ22225i!225~~225~~5i5i5i!225~ii!§iN 
Warren Norgetown, L~_undromat 
Stu_dents 
SAVE -TIME-
-MONEY 
- .GASOLINE 
Don't sit around our store. 
Let us do your laundry 
while you do your thing 
Monday ls-Wash Day 
Cer;i ·t~al pick up/delivery opposite dorm 2 
Pick up: Every Mon: 4-5 PM 
Delivery: Every _ Tues: 4-5 PM 
We Wash Dry & Fold 
3oc PER LB av.erage load 10-15 lbs . 
Pages 
Bookstore souvenirs · 
continuetl from page 1 
For the campus socialite there is a 
long-stemmed glass, pilsner beer 
glass, shot glass, ceramic ste1in or . 
coffee · mug for every occasion. 
These range in price from $1.20 per, 
shot glass to $25 for a pewter mug. · 
. When the partying is over an $8. 75 
pencil holder or $9.75 pen set 
could get you · started. · with 
an $11. 95 memo box to keep 
· 'all that writing organized _ 
is new to them and they enjoy 
owning something that identifies 
them with their college:··· · 
" Everything has its season," 
l.{ agosta said. "For . instance, in-
cense (80 cents) sells well in the fa.II . 
probably because there i~ a new 
turnover of stud ens then." . 
"Some of the more expensive 
ar ticles sell mostly to the parents 
when they come for orientation and 
graduation ," Itagosta said . "They 
like to buy mugs and Rlaques for 
souvenirs after their children 
graduate." 
and ·_an $8_. 7 ~ J?aJ?er weight to keep it 
all from blowie• away. 
When the fresh air calls, the 
Bookstore can ·suit you up for any 
kind of activity. T :shirts -abound, Intersession 
· rart'ging from wear-and-tear cotton 
($3.50) to clasl!Y rainbow ru$.bY cont~ued from page 2 
($11.95). For more athletics, lly closing down the various 
running and sunning severa• styles buildings, the college could save 
of gym shorts can be found. These approximately $60,000 in energy 
come In cotton or acrylic cotton for~ .costs, " In · addition to these 
$4.50 to $5.95. · ,.. economic b en efi ts, 
After the athletics a comfortable O'Connell said, in . this itme period 
RWC nightshirt costing anywhere the buildings· a·nd residence halls 
from $5. 75 to $8.75 would be just . coµ Id be restored properly . and 
the thing. maintatned by the janitorial staff. 
To carry all of this paraphernalia Housing and kitchen arrangements 
away, there is a selection of could be "confined to the North 
knapsacks -- in three styles -- tote Campus. 
bags ($8.50 to $22. 95) and less The next st~p in the committee's 
extravagant laundry bags ($3. 95). recommendations will be to present 
l.{agosta said, "e>ur biggest sales it to the Faculty Senate and to the 
probably go to ti)e freshman and Student Senate. No permanent plans 
new students in the fall . Evervthing have been made. 
If 
rwc 
social committee 
Kelly's Heroes 
Feb. 28 and March 2: Dates 
7 and 9. p.m. : · Times 
LH 129: 
soc : 
Place 
·Price . 
Sadie Hawkins Day 
featuring . 
CAMPUS-SKATE 
Time : 8 and 10:45. p.m. 
. Place:· Cafe 
Price: s1 
150 pairs of skates 
first come first serve 
. ' 
Iin·e starts in Snack Bar 
Entertainment in the 
RAT while y.ou wait 
FOUNTAINHEAD 
southern 
rock band 
Date: March 1· 
. 
·-Time: 9p.m.-la.ni. 
Place: Cafe 
ROCKY HORROR 
PICfURE SHOW 
Date: March 6 . 
Time 9:30 and _ llp~m. : 
and Place: Cafe Date : March 7 Price: soc Time: midnight 
dress-up prizes 
RAT ENTERTAINMENT. 
- Date: March 5. Price: free 
Time: 8:30 p~m. 
-' 
~ I 
,. 
r 
, .. ;~ 
.,YI/ \ J '- - I;..' 
•l "" 'l\H'"'\:;i. 
- Come on and ioin hi.U for a iump on wi-nter fun I 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 5TH 3:00 - 4:30 L.H. 129 
FOLLOWE~ BY BUSCH Nl_GHT IN THE RAT! BUSCH DRAFTS - .40¢, 
. KNIT HAT, SCARF, & T-SHIRT, RAFFLE, LIVE ENTERTAIN.MENT, 
PLUS MORE·· ·, · 
\ 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT , . SCOTT BA.LIER 253-~41 .1 
' . 
DENNIS McLAUGHLIN 255-3103 
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.._ ___ _ Entertainment 
...________,,.._· T_h_e_w_e_e_k_en_d_·_in _______ r~yJ~1Yer--1 
From the 50's to the· 80's Juggling is no joke 
With music from the SO's to the 
80's, the Shittons rocked RWC wi1'h 
an interesting style of rock'n'roll 
Saturday night in the cafe. 
Appearing on stage in ·early SO's 
drag. the band started rocking with 
a powerful versi n of "Rock Around 
the Clock" whicn immediately filled 
the dance floor. Then ~ - bringing on 
their female accompanyment, the 
Shittons rocked on, into the night . . 
Completing . two sets in this 
Mini 
Previews 
----By. Bart Bauer----
Campus skate 
T,he Varsity Club will_ magically 
transform the cafe into a roller rink 
this Fridaynighl. The.re will be two 
shifts. 8:00 and at 10:30. Each shift 
will only hold 150 people so make 
sure to be there on time. For an 
added attraction. the1:e will be live 
ente11ainment in the rat, so when 
you ain't roll'n you can be rock'n in 
the rat. 
Fountainhead 
Fountainhead. ·a Southern rock 
band from Conn .. will perform in 
the ca fe this Sat. The band, well 1 
known th1•0C1ghl:5utthi~ area: is-listed --
among the top ten rock bands in 
New England. With tljis reputation 
it should be quite a performance, 
one .you won 't want to miss. 
Busch day 
March 5 is Busch Day at which 
time' the Busch Sk i Team will be 
here and Busch beer will be on tap 
in the Rat. There will also be 
promot ional items given away. · 
In the evening there will be live 
entertainment · provided by Mar-
tin and Blakley , a two piece band 
- from Newport. It should be a night 
wo11h attending. 
Main event 
By C.arolan Whittl e 
The first Coffeehouse Main Season · 
to be presented this semester will be 
Kurt Vonnegut'·s " Happy Birthday, 
Wanda June. "Betsy Argo will direct 
the cast in this comic yet provoking 
tale.' The production will run from 
March 7 to-March is: Curtain is at 
8 :30. Reservations may be made by 
ca11ing 2368. 
1 Films -.r 
Tue. Mar4: 
Sham e (1969)'(102 mins. ) d irected 
by 1 ngmar Bergman. 
Wee. MarS: 
Li/i· fo Th e Th irties (54 111 ins.) a 
docu mentary. 
Thu. Mar 6: 
Casahlancq (1942) (102 mins.) 
di rected by Michael Cudtiz and 
starring Humphrey Bogart and 
Ingrid Bergm an. 
Tue. Mar 11: 
His Girl fi·iday (1940) (90 mins.) 
Directed by Howard . Hawks and 
sta rf·ing ' :cary·Grant and Rosalind 
Russell. 
Wed . Mar 12 : 
Our Dai(v Bread (1934) (80 mins.) 
directed by Kin g Vidor, a much 
acclaimed fi lm . 
Thu . Mar 13: 
Ope 11 City (1945) (103 mins.) 
di rected by Hobert Rossclini . This 
fil m brought. Rosselini to fa me. 
fashion. the band shocked the 
audience by returning for the third 
set in normal clothes, playing songs 
from the top teh of 79-80. 
Closing the show with "H~atwave' ', 
the Sl}ittons played an interesting 
style of rock'n'roll . 
Sainmy Brown 
and· Fred 
A spare fitfger prop, wind chimes· 
for t~e . deaf, eKcellent juggling and 
Samw.y Brown and Fred. were the 
only things that savl -1 comedian E .. 
Whitney Brown drom complete 
failure during his performance last 
Friday night in the cafe. 
Opening the show with his six 
fingered hand, he the~ showed us 
something that he guaranteed we 
Over 600 people rocked to songs by had never seen before; wind chimes 
the. Beatles, Elton John and many for deaf people. Starting off with 
more as Sammy Brown and Fred this good step the audience au -
played to a capacity audience at ticipated a great show. 
RWC last Friday night. However, he then proceeded 
Accenting songs by these artists, through his comedy routine, with 
the duo also played s'everal of their little splatterings of laughter from 
own, including "Flash in the Pan"a the audience. This attitude changed 
dancable be-bop tune, their slow h\)weve_r, as he started to juggle, 
rock-count~. ~ ·Lovin' Heart of qeginning with three rubber balls , 
Mine", and a tremendous • and ·movingontomachettis. 
I 
number cauea ·· :)omet1mes. " Overall the show was lacking in 
After playing four powerful en- humor, but it was held up by his 
cores. they closed with a song magnificent juggling talerit, and the 
designed to slow things down called tremendous music of Sammy Brown 
"One By One". · and Fr$!(1 which followed. 
Personals I 
BELUSHI: You shou)d have done us all o 
fovor and stayed in Florida . A FRIEND. 
doug; thanks for the flowers . LOVE: THE 
FOUR HAPPIEST GIRLS IN THE WORLD. 
RWC GUYS: Let's turn Sadie Hawkins day 
around and have the guys make the first 
move for a change. How about ii huh? 
RWCGIRLS . 
BETH: We see you fit in with unit eleven just 
fine. 
BIG BROTHER: Keep up he good protection ._ 
it's working . YOUR LITTLE SISTER. 
.N.O SEX:. No Wally?. , • 
RUN ON SECOND: Don't be so conceited . 
MOI. 
HELEN: You br'Oke my heart! GUESS WHO 
Happy Birthday Denise! A FRIEND FROM 
N.C. • I 
PEACHY BUN,S: The bailer room called . They 
want lo know what you are doing •• 
DEAREST CAROL: You gotta crack a lot of 
eggs until you find the perfect chicken . 
LOVE ALWAYS, BVD 
L.K. (Nice Nose) Is ii true that you like your 
meals IN BED??? 
MARGE: Please walk on my body with your 
• hip boots. S & M JONES. 
TO ONE OF THE MANY--SEDUCE ME??? . 
HEY WANDERER: Did yau drink your milk 
today? J.J. • 
DRINKING DAVE: When can we foll in love? 
ONE SOUTH: Long live the fish. More p.ower 
- ~· to tfiefn:.·dNE NORTH. - -- ' -
GENE· Happy Birthday . DORIAN. 
BIG v AND LITTLE EL: ·surf's up in 
Newport{?) in summer ' of '80. 'Gel 
psyched. · · 
YOUR FUTURE ROOMMATES. 
TERRY: Did you f ind your contacts yet? 
RESPONSIBLE. 
·T~ Julie, Chris , and R'ay, thanks for the 
birthday cards, P .S. We know when your 
birthday 1s Julie-- HARRIET 
TO THE WANDERER: You eat more tuna than 
SPIDEY AND HIPllE : Seen or eaten any dead Charlie the tuna -BOING·BOING . . 
flying f ish? LOVE. GCL · HEY NICK: How do you like your new room? 
A.O.: How is l ife at he house oi tricks? Oh yeah ! By the way , there's a bomb in it . 
LOVE S.S. U·HAUL GANG Third Floor, White door 
TO MEGAN:·UNIT 12: Just informing you ZQ, PETE 
ow much of a WOMANNN you are and To 94 pound nose in Uni t 11. We hope yau 
keep that killer instinct in you. the disco get a permanent cold . TWOON CON~ 
rebels 1 • TRACT ' 
renee; when did the Nore Squad get new BOB: Is it true you do everything your fellow 
u'\! forms .. peach nightgowns???? , block Hole member does in your dreams? 
GLENN·: I still can' t find my gloves. Have you . THE RHODE ISLANDER 
seen them? FUCKA:_ I really do exist , honestly·· YOUR 
BOING-BOING: Yqu don 't need Florida. you • GRASS-EA TING FRIEND 
got something better now. It's worth a FRITZ: Has Amy trained you y et? GUESS. 
dop. so hands up and dap ii ! ! ! WHO 
· HEY HOUSING : · 1 hear you hove your team , TO M . T. B.: Congraty totions-- you'll make a 
you certain ly hove the balls to ploy ., great one. YOUR PARTNER IN CRIME 
TKHANKS FOR THE HOWER. BUT WHO ARE - HEY A .J.D. ·- Thanks for the flower but I 
YOU? FROM ONE SENSUOUS PERSON TO hove a wife at hofne. CHRIS 0115 
ANOTHER M .G . .. Happy Birthday! FLUFF 
HEY ASTRO: Who else hove you left your LEAPING LESLIE: We love to gossip. Keep it 
mark on? D. T. up. THE FOURTH · 
LINDA: . Did anybody tell you that there is· BURNED Too bad I don't love you! ! To the 
someone ottocheo to your onus? lour sexy cuties in Unit 1 Chris. Jim, Bob, 
HEY ANTHONY: Is that Calvin Klein written ond Mike, you're the best guys on cam -
ocross your face? pus! AN ADMIRER 
HEY MIKE: You 're still in the ' will. YOUR •HEY I: If I had blonde hair. blue eyes, and a 
FATHER chest would you let me into your class! 
DEAREST S.C. ··')'ou con be the Pini:l in my SIGNED THE MALES OF RWC 
Coloda any day, so lets get toge! er and TD° GULIBLE: Have you won the spring 
shake it up. LOVE. NOT A MELLOW weekend raffle yet? LOVE: SIMPLE ·AND 
PERSON FROM N. Y. POOH 
KAY: You're drinking w ith the wrong bunch SPECIAL K: Let's _hove a bowl of - Trix 
of boys ! UNIT I · together. 
HEY ( .C. --1 though! the main ingredient in a DW: The worms will get you . Beware. 
komoko_ze is vodka_ hot freshman girls BULLY BULLY ' 
MR AND MRS W: Are you going t 1'COTTY How can you yell w ith your teeth 
name your first son Scott? clentched? ME r--- wwwwwwwwww•------m---w 
I With this coupon I I I I ' .$.50 OFF I· 
I Regrtlar Price of 
I One Dozen Donuts· I 
; I DONUTS • MUFFINS I 
1 PAsTR1Es 666 Metacom Ave. I I · Warren, R.I. I 
I V ?.lid thru March 31 , 1980 I I Limit one coup~n p~r · sale · I 
...--------~-------------J 
ALL-TIME FAVORITES--Salllmy Brow!]. and Fred brought Elton, -
Ringo and all their other friends along with them to entertain in the cafe 
last Saturday night to an appreciative audience of over 600 music lovers. 
L Co'ffeehouse ·corner I 
Visitors from London 
By Carolan Whittle 
Friday evening, , Feb. 22, offered 
Coffeehouse theatre-goers a special 
delight. VISITORS FROM 
LONDON, a scene from Act II of 
Neil Simon's "California Suite" was 
the InDSt fluid, fresh and consistent 
performance this seme.ster. · 
An exciting selection of paintings, 
fUrniture , and briC-a-brac created a 
perfect balance of~olor between the 
costumes and the set. 
Marion E. Shimmon, the director, 
presented a show that was without 
error. Her obvious hard work 
resulted in a creation that . was 
complete, well-executed, and 
commendable. 
Living versus acting seems to baffie 
the characters, Diana (Mary Ann 
Taylor) and Sidney (John Walker). 
They can't decide which is easier! 
The performers delivered their lines 
with clarity and the ease of con-
fidence. Their character 
development was flawless. Both had 
easy-going British accents that were · 
not obvious. Ms. Tayior and- Mr. 
. W af ker were witty and shared fine 
moments· that shone throughout the 
performance. 
!V'S· Tay 1 or's character has lived 
through li 2 heroic years" of 
marriage ~oping with the amazing 
acting business. Ms. Taylor, an 
am~zing resemblence to Diana 
Riggs of "The Avengers" fame, was 
thoroughly enjoyable. She was 
· funny, charming, and human. 
A look at ntife~:~ ~ 
By Mark <A.. Lauzon 
During their most recent 
pr.oduction, the RWC Coffeehouse 
Theatre peeked into the dangers of 
nuclear warfare. 
"At a Beetle's Pace," by Louis E. 
Catron, is a. story _revolving around 
an old man, Ben Hest ( played by 
Paul Farwell) who is the last sur-
viving membe~ or' his generation . 
He sits idly in a park, weeding . the 
flowers and keeping track of the 
insects. 
We are also introduced · to 
Mariana, a person who is trying to 
lure Hest to come to. a party being 
thrown for the old, by the yourig. 
. The problem with this play is t.he -. 
implications :>f the story. We 'are 
asked t~ look and think. of too '!'any 
things at once. The nuclear 
holocaust, the pills that are taken to 
stay young, the party, and the 
reasoning Ben Hest uses for living 
the way he d<>es. The play was 
written such that if you miss a line 
or two, you might j~st miss the 
whole point of the show. ' 
The cast was very good. Farwell's 
portrayal of age was excellent. 
Cindy Rose, as Mariana, had a nice 
portrayal of age and a nicer por--
trayal of a youth who leallils 
something about life. 
The set and lights were clever, and 
the sh.ow ran smoothly. A round of 
applause for Dawn Bates for of-
fering us a chance . to view .the 
p'roblems that face us. · 
;~U)()~§ 
'."EWPORT JAZZ cwa 
Downing St. [off BeHewe Ave.). Newport 
. . 846-294Ai-__ _ 
Feb 28: The Machines 
Feb. 29: Big World 
The T .I. T .S. 
March 1. :The N ads 
Robert Ellis Orran 
March 7: Storm 
r 
Luna 
w_arning -
Wild 
Turkey 
***COMING 
SOON*** 
B. Willie Smith 
James 
Mon~gomery 
Band 
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~women Hawks drop last .two games io _ 
wrap up winning season at 12 and 7 
By Jack Miranda · 
The Women's Hasketball ·team 
wrapped up their successful season 
. by dropping their last two games, 
makingthei.rrecord 12-7. 
On Feb. 21 the Hawks were 
defeated by Rhode Island College 
67-60. The game was played at St. 
Andrew's gym. 
The leading scorers for the Hawks 
were Bridg!!t Flanigan with 19, Jan 
Parker with 15; and Lise Trottier 
had 11 points. . 
The wom~n Hawks lost their final 
gai:ne of the season to Bryant 
College Saturday, Feb. 23, by.a score· 
of63-53. 
The Hawks scoring attack was led . 
again ' by Bridget Flanigan who had 
19 points, Pat Carberry with 10, Jan 
Parker had 9, Terry Wood and Lise 
,Trottier both at 6, Margaret 
Murphy earned 2 and Dee Dee 
Liquori had I point. 
Summing up t_ he season, Lise 
Trottier -- the only senior -. . · ·: on 
the team -- said·, " I feei that we 
proved what the women's basketball . 
team could do. .We had a g-ood . 
season because everyone played. 
When players wer·e out sick, we had 
other players come in and pick up 
the slack." 
According to Bridg-et Flanigan, the 
Hawk's cent~r. another reason the 
season went so well is that everyone 
worked together. " I think that a 
year of playing together really 
helped us ," Flanigai:i said. 
"Besides, since this is really the only 
e. sport that girls have, we worked 
• ~ hard enough to play well." 
It ..... ... .......... £J0%> •••·• 
~ ~ The ball-handling guard, Dee Dee -
Liquori also agreed, as she said, 
"We had better practices this year, · 
we did more things. It was better 
than last year." 
END UP ON TOP_, .Although the Women's basketball t~am lost 
last two games of the season, they ended up with a 12-7~verall record to 
ml!ke this a highly su~cessful yea1. 
Men~s HaWks close sea.son with win 
By Bernie Cunniff 
It wasn't the best of seasons. In 
fact. it was the worst in their history. 
Due to inexperience which caused a 
lot of careless turnovers in key 
situations. the Hawks could do 
0
110 
better than a 6-18 record . 
Tony Gibbs :ind John Hogan , 
however, are the otily two Seniors 
leaving and with a young, returning 
sqwad and some talented recruits, 
· RWC may be back on the winning 
lead with 2:30 l~ft in the game. 
Beaucage lead the Hawks with 15 
points. Randolph and Gibbs had 14 
each while DeYerna added 10. 
Jeff Anderson and Steve ·Hirsch 
reai::hed double figures for the 
Warriors with 12 and 10. 
Marc Rosenburg, had 25 and 
·teammatt:. Dan O'Handley-added 19-
as Western New England College 
. beat Roger Williams 98-7 4 on 
February 21st at St. Andrews. 
the game to St. Joseph W1th 1 :55 still 
left on the clock. The· game was 
played at St. Andrews during the 
afternoon of February 16th. 
Ed. Randolph ,le~d· the_ Hawks with 
23 points. Tony Gibbs had 20 while 
Washington • and · Tom Beaucage 
added 12 and 10. · 
Placing five men in double figures , 
Roger W-illiams captured a 71-54 
· decision over New England College 
at St. Andrews on February 14th. 
r 
In this corner~ • • 
.... -
hy Roger Carroll 
~ ' 
By Roger Carroll 
Charles Crawford, RWC Me11's Varsity Basketball coach, and the 
highest paid coach at this school, recently put his temper on display.in 
a game against St. Joseph's qf Rutland, Vt. /-
Crawford's conduct, . reportedly bordering oil violept, resulted in 
three technical fouls against him and the game being forfeited to St. 
Joseph's. ~ 
The first two 'technicals were levied against Mr. C~awford- for 
protesting too vehmentent\y. ' in keeping with the r·ules of the game of 
basketball, he was ejected after The second "T". His refusal to leave 
the . court resulted in another "T", and the forfeit 
of 1 the game 
c_ra~ford's protests were 4.nspired by what he deel)led lousy of-
fic1atmg. Sources report the third-year_ coach as saying to one or both 
of the officials something like/ 'l've seen refs cheat better than that!" 
Not satisfied wfth rd1ing the spirit of things on the court, _Crawford 
attempted to enter the officials' private dressing room--a place for-
bidden to team personnel. Reminding him of this, one of the officials 
shut the door in Crawford's fac.e. Fuming, he attempted to reenter 
~he premisses. One person present thought Crawford was near the . 
point of physical action before he was escorted out b·-0··. ctor of . * . . ~ 
AtheleticsHector Massa / · · 
. It is understandable that, in the heat of a game, coach. and player 
alike are bound to_ get riled . Yes, even to the point of being ejected. 
But I firmly believe that neither Mr. Crawford,-nor any other coach 
has the right to protest to such a degree as to deprive hi~ players the 
oppqrtunity to enjoy playing the game they devote so much time.to. I 
·can't help but .wonder if this doesn't indicate a coach's lack of respect -
for both his' players, and the game itself. • . 
Furthermore, I fail -to see where Mr. Crawford's actions can do 
anything but tarnish •the good name RWC basketball had when 
Coach Crawford.first arrived at this school . . I might point out that the 
reputation of RWC basketball is, in the public's eye, a direct 
reflection on other aspects .of the college. I therefore assert that the 
coach's cq!_!9uct may be detrimental t.o the ov~rall image of the 
~~- . 
In all likelyhood , if a player had acted in the ·mannef in which Mr. 
Crawford chose to behave, he would come under disciplinary action. 
Shouldn't the coach, as a member of the college community·, be made 
to bear those sam~ consequences? At Jeast, he owes an apology to his 
players and the rest of the college community for the dark shadow his 
lack of temperance has cast over us all. At least. ... . 
What happened that evening has several grave implications, a few of 
which are outlined in this commentary. But one thing is quite ap-
parent: Mr. Crawford's q>nduct was not the type which can or should 
be condoned by anyone with the best interests of !;{WC at heart. 
" 
... 
. trail. 
With RWC , ahead of .Eastern 
Conn. State 59-58l Captain Tony 
Gibbs wa~ fouled going in for a 
bt'eakaway layup. 
The Hawks started out playing well 
enough and even had a 29-27 lead 
with five minutes · left irf the half. 
But Rosenburg and his 18 !st half 
points coupled with some key . 
turnovers by the Haw!<-s helped 
WNEC build up a 45-31 lead at 
intermission. 
·u _ockey Hawks finish season with 6-13 
. Gibbs, playing in his· last game, 
calmy saro.k his two free throws with 
:23 seconds remaining to give the 
Hawks t~eir deciding points in their 
61-60 thrilling victory over Eastern 
. Conn-. St. at Williama'ntic Conn. on 
Feb. 25 
The game was close all the way as 
Eastern Conn. t;ook a 36-32 
halftime lead due - to balanced 
scoring teamwork. Tom Beaucage, 
meanwhile, added nine points to key 
the keep the Hawks in the game. 
_ RWC cut back on their tur_novers 
and played a strong game. Greg 
DeYerna and Ed Randolph began 
to control the boards in the -second 
half and when John Horgan hit a 10 
foot jumper, the Hawks took a 57-51 
The Hawks never came dose to 
overcoming this lead as WNEC 
came up with many easy layups 
dur_ing the spat) of the second half to 
seal the win. . . 
Roger Williams placed four men in 
double digits. Tony Gibbs and Ed 
Randolph had 18 and 17 while Greg 
De\:'.erna and Tom B-eaucage added 
11 and JO respectively. 
With the score 84-74 in favor of St. 
Joseph "The -provider", RWC Head 
Coach Charlie Crawford. was 'ejected 
from the ga me following his 3rd 
technical foul. Still boiling mad at 
the calls of the men in the strip-ed 
shirts , the officials decided to award 
Almeida Gangsters favored -
By Jeffrey Tucker 
The 1980 intramural basketball 
season opened on Sunday with all of 
the favored teams wjnning their 
games. 
This year's prediction to win the 
championship \"Jould have to be the 
Almeida Gangsters. The Gangsters, 
made up of all , except one . from last 
year's championship Aquidneck 
tea·m. added James Banks, 
Ge~rge Williams. and Mark Sobel. _ 
to name a few. The Gangsters won 
after the Houston Hackers forfeited. · , 
The second place prediction would _ 
be the powerful foutih floor team. 
The foutih blew away Unit 10, 49-
19. They are a strong shooting team, 
wi th·gQod defense. The schedule will 
hurt them having fi~e games from 
March 2 to the ! I. 
The commuter team looked very 
shabby .in their opening game 
against Unit .2: The commuters did 
manage to get together and beat -
Unit 2 44-33. T!Je commuters will 
have to get together if they have 
hopes of making the playoffs. They 
may end up third in the League. 
The second floor might surprise a· 
few teams and could possibly take 
foutih place. · The second floor did 
win by furfeit over Unit I in their 
first game. The real test for second 
floor will be wit!) Housing on March 
5. 
The Almeida Courts team niight 
surprise a few teams too, but they 
probably won't make the top four, 
Almeida Courts beat the Mad 
Midgets 49-31. 
The Bristol Motor Lodge beat the 
first floor ~5-42 in the closest game 
of the day. Neither is strong enough 
to secure a playoff spot. 
By Jeff-rey Tucker. 
If you saw the U.S. hockey team 
beat Finland 4-3 in the Olympics ahd 
thought that wa~ a spectacular 
game; you missed the big game of 
the aay. 
After three periods, three 10 
minute overtimes, and a frve minute 
sudden death period : the RWC 
Hawk~ , • could o nly 
e:-id in a 2-2 tie against MIT. ln' 
the finals of the Conn·. -College 
invitational hockey tournament. _ 
MIT score,d an early' goal with less 
than a minute into j he period, but 
the Hawks had come too far to quit. 
Captain Tom ReillY'scored , assisted 
by Dave Inman and Mike Weslake, 
tying the game _at 1-1. MIT quickly 
got back the lead on a goal 17 
seconds later. to lead 2-1. · 
For 55 more minutes of hockey, 
bqth goalies stopped a total of f44 
shots on goal, keeping both teams iri 
a tie. Drew Murpb.y stopped 80 
shots while MIT's goalie Wagner. 
stopped 64 shots. 
On Friday. Feb. 23, the Hawks 
played Rhode Island College in th~ 
first round of ·the Conn. College -
hockey · tournament. RIC was . no 
contest as the hockey Hawks won the 
game 5- 1. 
Brl.lce Iadicicco. . Dave Keith , 
Roge r An,drey. Dave fnman, and 
Lar.ry Ellis scored one goal apiece. 
Drew Murphy in goal stopped 38 
shots. -
On Feb. 20. the Hawks played New 
Hampshire e'ollege. Dave lnman -
scored the only goal for the Hawks 
as NHC won the game 3-1. 
On Feb. 19. RWC Hawks pl(\yed 
Plymouth State College and lost 8-4. 
Dave Keith had two goals and Alan . 
Rotatori and Tom Koch scored one 
goal apiec:e. 
On Feb. 1 9, RWC Hawks played 
Plymouth State College and-lost 8-4. 
Dave Keith had two goals and Alan 
Rotatori and Tom Koch scored one 
goal apiece. · 
On Feb. 17, RWC beat Curry 
College 7-2: Chip Bruce scored two 
go.als as Mike Weslake, Ed 
O'Brian, Larry_ Ellis, Tom Koch; 
and Roger Andrey each added a 
.;oal apiece. 
The hockey Hawks ended their 
season with five wins, 13 losses, and 
one tie. 
S'vVIM, 'vVE.IGHTLIFT , BASKETBALL, 
VOLLEYBALL, SAUNA, RAQUETBALL 
2nd SEMESTER R.'W.C. STUDENTS 
$20.00thru MAY 31, 1980 
448 HOPE ST . 253-5400 
ALSO:SCUBA, AEROBK DANCE. JUDO 
